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Abstract. In recent years, China's rapid development of high-end equipment 
manufacturing industry in the high-speed railway, aircraft, carrier rocket, etc. brings 
the growing requirements of the high quality assurance of the product. The accelerator 
based high-energy X-ray Industrial CT has the advantages of strong penetrating power, 
high sensitivity defect detection and quantitative measurement with image 
visualization, can meet the needs of the large complicated structure inspection 
demands.  
 This paper introduces the current research and development status of high energy 
industrial CT system in China. Research achievements by the Tsinghua University 
and the Granpect company are discussed, including the ICT system design, high-
power LINAC accelerator X-ray source and high detection efficiency detector 
development, fast and accurate reconstruction algorithms research, etc. 
 This paper also introduces the particularized NDT applications from dozens of 
industrial CT systems made by Granpect in China, including welding structure 
nondestructive testing, assembly quality inspection, reverse engineering, scientific 
research and other applications. Then the future development and application of high 
energy industrial CT is prospected. 
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1 Introduction  

In recent years, China's rapid development of high-end equipment manufacturing industry in 
the area of high-speed railway, large aircraft, carrier rocket, and nuclear power, etc. brings 
the growing requirements of the high quality assurance of the key components in these area. 

The characteristics of these high-end equipment’s key components are large size, heavy 
quality, complex structure, and special manufacturing technology. The conventional NDT 
methods are difficult to obtain the small internal structure and defects in the products.  

X-tube source computed tomography system have widely used in NDT of small to medium 
sized products. Unfortunately not only small parts have to be tested but also large parts from 
multiple industries.[1] 

According to the X-tube source CT system, the linear accelerator (LINAC) based high-
energy X-ray industrial CT has the advantages of strong penetrating power, high sensitivity 
defect detection, can meet the needs of the large complicated structure inspection demands. 
With the quantitative measurement with image visualization, high energy industrial CT is the 
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most advanced NDT method, which can reach the requirements of high precision defect 
detection of large scale workpiece. 

The following article will introduce the current research and development status of high 
energy industrial CT system in China, and the NDT applications in important area. 

2 Development of high energy X-ray CT  

The LINAC based high energy industrial CT system consists of X-ray source subsystem with 
linear accelerator, detector subsystem with LDA or FPD, scanning mechanical subsystem, 
scanning control subsystem and reconstruction subsystem, as shown in Fig.1. 

The X-ray projection signal is collected from different angles by X-ray detector, then 
transferred to the reconstruction system. Scanning mechanical system carries the precise CT 
scanning movement under the scanning control system. Reconstruction system reconstructs 
the CT image from X-ray projection signal acquired by the detectors. 

 
 Fig. 1. The industrial computed tomography    

In order to detect the small defects of sub-millimeter scale in large workpiece with meters 
size, and perform quantitative measurement and, the requirements of spatial resolution and 
density resolution of high energy industrial CT system is relatively higher. The x-ray source, 
detector, reconstruction algorithms are key technologies to improve performance of the CT 
system to ensure the effective detection and recognition of internal micro defects.[2] 

2.1 LINAC accelerator X-ray source for CT  

LINAC accelerator X-ray source with high dose rate and small focus is a key factor affecting 
the image quality of CT system. 

We have designed and manufactured the linear accelerator X-ray system with energy from 
2MeV to 15MeV, dose rate is from 200 to 20000 rad, and focal spot size is less than 2mm.  

The LINAC X-ray source works in pulse mode, and the duty ratio is less than 1/1000. The 
instantaneous doses in single expose period is over three orders of magnitude higher than the 
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continuous X-ray source, if the average dose rate are similar. This technical characteristic of 
the LINAC X-ray source is very important to improve signal to noise ratio and image quality. 

Now, the HP series X ray tube of COMET company can provide X-ray focus smaller than 
0.4mm, has greatly improved the spatial resolution of the X-ray tube based industrial CT 
system. 

We have developed the small focus linear accelerator X-ray source with focus smaller than 
0.5mm for the precision LINCA industrial CT system. The precision LINCA industrial CT 
system has the similar spatial resolution with the HP X ray tube CT system but have larger 
scan scale. The system design model is shown as Fig.2.  

  
Fig.2. The precision LINCA industrial CT system   

The performance of the precision LINCA industrial CT system is shown as table 1. 

Table 1. Performance of the precision LINCA industrial CT  

X-ray Energy Dose rate Focus size  CT spatial resolution 
6MeV 
 

200cGy/min@1m ≤0.5mm 5lp/mm 
 

2.2 high detection efficiency detector  

In industrial CT, the data acquisition system is the important part to determine the signal-
noise-rate and the resolution of the system. 

We have developed the line array (LDA) solid-state detectors as shown in Fig.3, which can 
convert the X-ray into visible light by the scintillators of CdWO4, and then convert into 
electric signal via photodiodes. Switched integrator amplifier and 24-bit A/D converter are 
adopted for preamplifier circuit.  

 
Fig.3. The LDA detector model  
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This design improves the detection efficiency of high energy X-ray, output the detector signal 
with low noise and low crosstalk under strong radiation interference output.  

2.3 fast and accurate reconstruction algorithms  

The finite X-ray focus spot is one of the major limitations of the high spatial resolution CT, 
especially to the high-energy industrial CT system, due to the requirements of high energy 
and high power. 

We proposed an efficient reconstruction algorithms framework through finite X-ray focus 
spot size based projection modeling to improve the spatial resolution of high energy industrial 
CT system.  

Both the numerical simulations and scanning experiments have shown that the proposed 
reconstruction framework with the outstanding performance and efficiency characteristics 
can significantly enhance the spatial resolutions of current high-energy industrial CT systems. 

3 NDT applications of high energy X-ray CT 

3.1 Railway components inspection  

The high-speed railway system has the driving characteristics of heavy load and high speed. 
In the harsh operating environment, the key components such as swing bolster, side frame 
and railway frog as shown in Fig.4, will produce cracks, porosity, porosity and other defects, 
under heavy load alternating stress. These defects are prone to fatigue crack propagation and 
fracture. Once the key components of train failure, the crash may cause major accidents. 

      
(a) wing bolster and side frame                 (b) railway frog 

Fig. 4. Key components of railway system 

The rapid development of high-speed railway system in china put forward the higher 
requirements of the product quality assurance of the key components. Conventional NDT 
methods of magnetic powder, ultrasound, permeability and eddy current cannot meet the 
detection precision requirements. 

The fast DR/CT system for the internal defects non-destructive testing of key components of 
the railway was developed, which realized rapid detection and quantitative analysis of the 
defects in railway key components, and also the internal defect automatic recognition and 3D 
visualization function. 

Fig.5 shows the digital radiography image of the railway frog has the length of 3 meters, 
acquire by the fast DR/CT system. From the radiography image, a lot of shrinkage defects 
were found in the image ROI area. 
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Fig.5. DR image of railway frog 

CT scan was perform to get the cross section image in the corresponding position according 
to the DR image, as shown in Fig.6. With accurate interpretation of CT image, quantitative 
measurement and analysis the size, shape and position of shrinkage defect were obtained.  

 

Fig.6. CT image of railway frog 

The system has defects automatic identification and 3D visualization function, as shown in 
Fig.7.  

 

  
Fig.7. 3D visualization of defects in the railway frog 
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3D visualization of defects is conducive to analysis distribution of defects in the product, 
which can be used to optimize the design and manufacturing process, and fundamentally 
improve the manufacturing quality of batch products and ensure the safety of railway 
equipment. 

The fast DR/CT system has became an effective means of defect detection and analysis to 
the swing bolster and side frame, railway frog and other key parts in the manufacturing and 
maintenance process. It has important significance to improve the reliability of the key 
components of railway to meet the industry's product quality assurance demand. 

3.2 Automotive engine inspection 

In order to improve automotive engine power, reduce fuel consumption and reduce exhaust 
gas emissions, technical development require the automotive engine has higher compression 
ratio, smaller volume and lighter weight, with thin wall thickness. This has made the 
automotive engine become complex structure castings with high strength, thin wall thickness, 
precision size, and requests to meet the high-quality requirement. [3] 

The linear accelerator based high-energy X-ray ICT has been used in the engine cylinder 
head casting defect detection. Fig.8 shows the defects in the CT image of automotive engine 
cylinder head, also the 3D visualization. 

    
 

 
Fig.8.  Engine cylinder head defects and 3D visualization 

We inspected another automotive engine cylinder head with the 450KV X-ray tube industrial 
CT system and LINAC based industrial CT system, and get the cross section images shown 
in Fig.9.  
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(a) Image from 450KV ICT                  (b) Image from LINAC ICT 

Fig.9.  Engine cylinder head defects and 3D visualization 

The images acquired from LINAC industrial CT shows more clear structure with higher SNR, 
and less affected by beam hardening artifacts.  

In the experiment, the LINAC high energy industrial CT show another advantage to scan 
serval workpieces together, and result in almost the same image quality as one separately, by 
the strong penetrating power.  

3.3 Civil engineering NDT 

Cracks and the corrosion of reinforcing steel are two kinds of common defects in concrete 
structure. Destruction of the reinforced concrete structure of wharf construction project is 
often associated with the development of cracks and corrosion. It is necessary to detect the 
crack, corrosion and damage of concrete structure. 

The high energy industrial CT has the strong penetrating power to scan the  concrete structure. 

Fig.10 shows the digital radiography image of one concrete structure captured from the field, 
which is acquired by the high energy industrial CT with DR scan mode. The steel and hole 
was clearly displayed in the DR image of concrete structure. 

 
Fig.10. DR image of concrete structure 

We scanned the concrete structure to get the CT images, as shown in Fig.11. 
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Fig.11. CT image of concrete structure 

The distribution of holes can be measured from CT image. And the cracks caused by the 
corrosion of reinforcing steel can also be discovered, even some cracks has not extended to 
the surface. 

4. Discussion and Conclusion  

This paper introduces the research and development status of high energy industrial CT 
system in China. Through the NDT applications, the accelerator based high-energy X-ray 
Industrial CT shows the advantages of strong penetrating power, high sensitivity defect 
detection and quantitative measurement and analysis with image visualization, that can meet 
the needs of the large complicated structure inspection demands. 
In the opportunities from rapid development of high-end equipment manufacturing industry 
such as aviation, aerospace, high speed railway, the high-energy X-ray industrial CT system 
has good application prospect in high-end equipment NDT area as an irreplaceable detection 
technology. 
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